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Harsh conditions or long exertions do not easily tire you.

Benefit : You gain a +4 bonus on the following checks and saves:
Swim checks made to resist nonlethal damage from exhaustion;
Constitution checks made to continue running; Constitution checks
made to avoid nonlethal damage from a forced march; Constitution
checks made to hold your breath; Constitution checks made to
avoid nonlethal damage from starvation or thirst; Fortitude saves
made to avoid nonlethal damage from hot or cold environments;
and Fortitude saves made to resist damage from suffocation.

You may sleep in light or medium armor without becoming fatigued.

Normal: A character without this feat who sleeps in medium or
heavier armor is fatigued the next day.

Endurance Feat

You are more accurate at longer ranges.

Prerequisites: Point-Blank Shot.

Benefit : You only suffer a –1 penalty per full range increment
between you and your target when using a ranged weapon.

Normal: You suffer a –2 penalty per full range increment between
you and your target.

Far Shot Feat

Your quick reflexes allow you to react rapidly to danger.

Benefit : You get a +4 bonus on initiative checks.

Improved Initiative Feat

You are especially accurate when making ranged attacks against
close targets.

Benefit : You get a +1 bonus on attack and damage rolls with
ranged weapons at ranges of up to 30 feet.

Point Blank Shot Feat

You are adept at firing ranged attacks into melee.

Prerequisite : Point-Blank Shot.

Benefit : You can shoot or throw ranged weapons at an opponent
engaged in melee without taking the standard –4 penalty on your
attack roll.

Precise Shot Feat

You can make an additional ranged attack.

Prerequisites: Dex 13, Point-Blank Shot.

Benefit : When making a full-attack action with a ranged weapon,
you can fire one additional time this round. All of your attack rolls
take a –2 penalty when using Rapid Shot.

Rapid Shot Feat

Either from inborn talent, whimsy of the gods, or obsessive study of
strange tomes, you have mastered the use of a cantrip.

Benefit : Choose a 0-level spell. You may cast that spell once per
day as a spell-like ability. This spell-like ability is cast at your
highest caster level gained; if you have no caster level, it functions
at CL 1st. The spell-like ability’s Save DC is Charisma-based.

Appears In : Character Traits Web Enhancement, Advanced
Player's Guide Traits

Magical Talent (Create Water) (1/day) (Sp) Trait

Though you gave up the life of a padfoot, scout, or minstrel
decades before, you still know how to roll with the punches when
things turn sour. You gain a +1 trait bonus on Reflex saves.

Appears In : Elves of Golarion

Youthful Mischief Trait

+2 save bonus vs Enchantments.
Elven Immunities Racial Ability (Elf)

You are immune to magic sleep effects.
Elven Immunities - Sleep Unknown

+2 racial bonus on caster checks to overcome spell resistance. +2
to spellcraft checks to determine the properties of a magic item.

Elven Magic Racial Ability (Elf)

Some trees suck up potent minerals through their roots the same
way others draw water from the ground. Though these trees blunt
saws and axes used to hew them and shrug off fire, they
eventually succumb to time or the elements. When properly
harvested, these fallen trees produce nuggets of a metal called
living steel. This glossy green metal slowly repairs itself. An item
made from living steel repairs damage to itself at a rate of 2 hit
points per day, or 1 hit point per day if it has the broken condition.
Items not primarily of metal are not meaningfully affected by being
partially made of living steel.

Armor and shields made from living steel can damage metal
weapons that strike them. Whenever the wielder of a metal weapon
rolls a natural 1 on an attack roll against a creature wearing living
steel armor or wielding a living steel shield, the item must make a
DC 20 Fortitude save or gain the broken condition. If the weapon
already has the broken condition, it is instead destroyed. Living steel
cannot damage adamantine weapons in this way.

Living steel has 35 hit points per inch of thickness and hardness 15.

Appears In : Ultimate Equipment

Living Steel Material

See twice as far as a human in low light, distinguishing color and
detail.

Low-Light Vision Racial Ability,Senses

You can handle the animal companion as a free action, or push it
as a move action, even if you doesn't have any ranks in the Handle
Animal skill. The link grants a +4 circumstance bonus on all wild
empathy checks and Handle Animal checks made regarding an
animal companion.

Animal Companion Link (Ex) Class Ability (Ranger)
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At 1st level, a ranger selects a creature type from the ranger
favored enemies table. He gains a +2 bonus on Bluff, Knowledge,
Perception, Sense Motive, and Survival checks against creatures of
his selected type. Likewise, he gets a +2 bonus on weapon attack
and damage rolls against them. A ranger may make Knowledge
skill checks untrained when attempting to identify these creatures.

At 5th level and every five levels thereafter (10th, 15th, and 20th
level), the ranger may select an additional favored enemy. In
addition, at each such interval, the bonus against any one favored
enemy (including the one just selected, if so desired) increases by
+2.

If the ranger chooses humanoids or outsiders as a favored enemy,
he must also choose an associated subtype, as indicated on the
table below. (Note that there are other types of humanoid to
choose from—those called out specifically on the table below are
merely the most common.) If a specific creature falls into more than
one category of favored enemy, the ranger's bonuses do not stack;
he simply uses whichever bonus is higher.

Favored Enemy (Goblinoids +2) (Ex) Class Ability (Ranger)

At 3rd level, a ranger may select a type of terrain from the Favored
Terrains table. The ranger gains a +2 bonus on initiative checks
and Knowledge (geography), Perception, Stealth, and Survival skill
checks when he is in this terrain. A ranger traveling through his
favored terrain normally leaves no trail and cannot be tracked
(though he may leave a trail if he so chooses).

At 8th level and every five levels thereafter, the ranger may select
an additional favored terrain. In addition, at each such interval, the
skill bonus and initiative bonus in any one favored terrain (including
the one just selected, if so desired), increases by +2.

If a specific terrain falls into more than one category of favored
terrain, the ranger's bonuses do not stack; he simply uses
whichever bonus is higher.

Favored Terrain (Forest +2) (Ex) Class Ability (Ranger)

The druid may cast a spell with a target of "You" on her animal
companion (as a spell with a range of touch) instead of on herself.
A druid may cast spells on her animal companion even if the spells
normally do not affect creatures of the companion's type (animal).
Spells cast in this way must come from a class that grants an
animal companion. This ability does not allow the animal to share
abilities that are not spells, even if they function like spells.

Share Spells with Companion (Ex) Class Ability (Ranger)

A ranger adds half his level (minimum 1) to Survival skill checks
made to follow or identify tracks.

Track +2 Class Ability (Ranger)

A character can improve the attitude of an animal. This ability
functions just like a Diplomacy check made to improve the attitude
of a person. The character rolls 1d20 and adds her class level and
her Charisma modifier to determine the wild empathy check result.

The typical domestic animal has a starting attitude of indifferent,
while wild animals are usually unfriendly.

To use wild empathy, the druid and the animal must be able to
study each other, which means that they must be within 30 feet of
one another under normal conditions. Generally, influencing an
animal in this way takes 1 minute but, as with influencing people, it
might take more or less time.

A character can also use this ability to influence a magical beast
with an Intelligence score of 1 or 2, but she takes a -4 penalty on
the check.

Wild Empathy +6 (Ex) Class Ability (Ranger)

A huntsman weapon helps its wielder locate and capture quarry.
When the weapon is held in hand, the wielder gains an
enhancement bonus equal to the weapon's enhancement bonus on
Survival checks made to track any creature the weapon has
damaged in the past day. It also deals +1d6 damage to creatures
the wielder has tracked with Survival in the past day.

Construction
Requirements: Craft Magic Arms and Armor, detect animals or
plants; Cost +1 Bonus

Appears In : Advanced Player's Guide, Ultimate Equipment

Huntsman (+1 Huntsman Living Steel Composite longbow (Str +2))Weapon Power
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